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Preface
Since its inception in 1972, the Self-Help Association for Rural People through Education and
Entrepreneurship (SHAREE) has been working with persistent endeavour for the socioeconomic
up-liftmen of the poorest of the poor in the country. SHAREE has been working in consolidating
the Dalit Community Based Organizations, Panchayet & Shadow Panchayet. SHAREE plays a
vital role for sustainable development through human resource development, social & skills
development training, self-employment generation, and building awareness about human
rights, constitutional rights, rights of women in the society as well as in the family decision
making process, gender and development, child education, violence against women, mass
education, environment, etc. Moreover, other major areas of SHAREE interventions are
development of Network of Dalit organizations and establishment of linkage between Dalit
organizations (Panchayet, Shadow Panchayet, networks) and Government and NGOs service
delivery institutions.
The report is prepared in reference to the target output and indicators as defined in the Project
proposal. The problems and field experiences are also briefly described in the report. The
country has witnessed an unprecedented political turmoil during the project period, as a result
the project management had to time and again adjust and readjust project implementation
schedule but thanks to the Dalit community, development partners, government officials and
project staff, with their cordial cooperation all planned activities of the project could be
successfully implemented.
At present SHAREE has been implementing its activities through 7 (seven) development
projects in various parts of the country. SHAREE has been following a holistic approach in
planning and implementation of its projects. The report covers the period from January 2014 to
December 2014.
I express my warm appreciation to the SHAREE staff members for the committed and dedicated
efforts in their works. I also express my sincere gratitude to members of the editorial
committee for their outstanding role in formulating the Annual Report for the year 2014.

Preo Bala Biswas
Executive Director
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INTRODUCTION
The year 2014 marks 22 years of SHAREE’s existence. During this time SHAREE has succeeded to
transform itself as one of the major specialized organizations working for Dalits and other
socially excluded minorities in the country. The organization become one of the successful
development organization working for most deprived and discriminated section of the modern
civilization. It has been working mostly for the mainstreaming of the minorities with special
emphasis to Dalit Community and empowerment of women through establishing women human
rights. SHAREE believes on non-directive, bottom up, integrated and participatory development
working approach and acts as a catalyst with concerned people of its working areas. It aspires for
a society free from exploitation, deprivation, malnutrition and oppression. Where every individual
will be able to get rightful shares of the resources, human rights, basic needs, and justice will be
honoured; all could be able to live in peace and harmony as stated in the constitution of the
country.
After independence in 1971, Bangladesh has made significant progress in almost every major
indicator of human and social development. The country’s health indicators were some of the
worst in the world in 1971, however today; the progress the country has made is the envy of
most of the developing nations. Child mortality in Bangladesh has come down from 144 in 1990
to less than 41 deaths per 1,000 live births in 2012, maternal mortality from 574 to 170 deaths
per 100,000 live births, and average life expectancy at birth has risen from 40 to 70. Fertility,
which was as high as 6.5 children per woman in 1972, has fallen to 2.3 in 2011. The incidence of
poverty has been steadily declining at a rate of 2.47 per cent per year since 1991-92.
Bangladesh has also achieved significant progress, especially in primary education and
agriculture sector. It has improved one step in Human Development Index (HDI) to rank 142
globally, up from 143, as per the Human Development Report 2014; shown good performance
in terms of addressing the issue of gender inequality. In the newly introduced Gender
Development Index (GDI), Bangladesh ranks 107, India at 132, it shows that the progress made
by a Bangladeshi women against their man counterpart fares well when compared with India &
other neighbouring countries.
Undoubtedly Dalits are still excluded and isolated but fortunately spillover effects of such
massive development initiatives has also reached to them- Dalit children now face no or little
admission problem in their study at primary and high schools, journalists/press regularly
publishes Dalits article with greater importance, Dalit women are united under the umbrella of
“Bangladesh Dalit Women Movement”, increased number of Dalits are now voter, early
marriage has substantially reduced, immunization of children increased, violence against
women also substantially reduced, etc. This has been possible due to untiring efforts of
SHAREE and other similar NGOs along with supports from some international development
partners. Moreover, as a result of persistent lobbing and advocacy by development
organizations, the government has also undertook some positive measures to reduce Dalits
sufferings such as 1% admission quota reserved in Public Universities, reserved 8% government
job quota for cleaners, and Narayangonj city corporation increased cleaners salary, etc.
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1.1 SHAREE Intervention in the field of Development
Like previous years, SHAREE continues to emphasise all its interventions focusing discriminatory
activities against minorities with special emphasis to empowerment of Dalit community. Dalitthe product of the most outrageous and intolerable cast system has its origins in the Aryan
society of ancient northern India. The system was created by so called civilized society in the
question of sacred & un-sacred. SHAREE’s activities also directed towards ensuring women
participation at the decision making process, supporting children’s education mainstreaming &
strengthening Dalit Panchayet and youth clubs for establishing their human rights. The
intervention that addressed in implementation of development programs are:Human Rights and Good Governance: Minorities in Bangladesh continues to struggle to gain
access to human rights protection services and the justice system as a whole. SHAREE has been
undertaking various measures to address the causes of such deprivation.
Causes of problems

Lack of capital, Skills, access
to productive resources, low
wages, unemployment,
under-employment, low
income

Lack of knowledge and
awareness, representation,
complex procedural
systems, corruption, lack of
trust in law enforcers, and
infrastructural and
economic barriers

Lack of statistic, isolation
due to untouchability,
lack of Dalit friendly state
policy, lack of
organization, hazardous
jobs, undemocratic
Panchayet
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Major problems

Poverty

Discrimination/
injustice

Social &
Political
exclusion

SHAREE Interventions

Awareness raising
activities; capacity building
trainings; sensitizing
workshops; advocacy and
lobbying; organization
building; Skills training,
linkage with service
providers

Education: Dalit literacy rate is far below than that of the National average because of
hundreds of year’s accumulated discrimination & deprivation.
Lack of awareness about
literacy, poverty, lack of
adequate institutions, lack
of other facilities and family
supports; unfriendly
behaviour in schools,
bullying, ill health

Discrimination/i
njustice bulling

Sensitizing programs,
support for pre-primary
education; coaching
supports; support for
admission in schools;
supply educational
materials; awareness
building activities

Climate Change and Disaster management: In adverse effect of global warming and Climate
Change has become an unavoidable reality to the people of Bangladesh, especially in the
coastal zone. The geographical position along with the huge population, poverty, low literacy
and malnourishment has amplified the threat of Climate Change

Global warning, tidal surge,
soil erosion, cyclone, flood,
drought, salinity in the soil,
siltation in the river, etc., no
access to safety-net
programs

Vulnerability,
negative impact
on life and
crops/animals
and houses

Awareness raising
activities; technical
supports for climate
smart agricultural
practices, organization
building

Gender and Development: Women are deprived off and also facing vulnerability in the family
level, in the society and in the state level. Right to possess equal opportunity in terms of right to
enjoy mental and personal freedom as stated in the Constitution of the country is needed to be
executed & to be protected by the law is the main theme behind SHAREE gender Development
intervention.
Religious minorities lower
Caste, Gender biased &
undemocratic Panchayet,
Isolation, no knowledge about
human right/constitutional
rights/equal opportunity, Lack

Dalit friendly state policies;
Lack of Organization/no net
works
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Vulnerable
Women

Awareness raising activities;
Women’s organization
building; sensitizing
programs; training on
gender & development; skills
training and other supports
to women for income
generation; advocacy for
government policy
formation in the areas like
inheritance law, decision
making, voting, etc.

Organization Development: In addition to the above programs SHAREE also work with the
capacity building activities for strengthening its own as well as support Community to build
their capacity through Community Based Organizations (CBO) for sustainable development.
Organization Development is a significant program through which SHAREE tries to sensitize its
program partners about their situation in the society. Mobilization, Networking, Resource
Integration, Policy Development and practice supports to attain the goal. SHAREE’s goal is to
develop a non-directive, bottom-up, integrated and participatory development framework
where people can enjoy their human rights without any discrimination of race cast and sex
under poverty free situation.
SHAREE in 2014
At the beginning of the year in the wake of the general elections for 10th National
Parliamentary held on 5th January 2014, the country has witnessed an unprecedented political
turmoil. The period has been one of the most disturbing times for Bangladesh in the recent
past in terms of domestic political instability caused by hartals supported by deadly violence for
months. As a result, the economy had to bear the brunt in many ways; gross domestic product
(GDP) reduced, private, domestic and foreign investments continue to be disappointingly low.
The agriculture sector was vulnerable during times of political turmoil as the whole supply chain
was disrupted. The producers of agricultural commodities had to give away their commodities
at a minimal price as those were perishable and could not be transported to cities regularly.
Milk producers literally threw milk on the streets out of frustration as they could not fetch the
right price. Disruption of the supply chain pushed prices up in cities.
With respect to human right situation, numerous attacks have been waged on the Hindu
community across Bangladesh in the wake of the last general elections. Houses and business
establishments owned by Hindus have been targeted. Other ethnic and minority communities
have also been attacked. Temples and religious sites have not been spared. Few hundred Hindu
families have lost their property and savings in acts of vandalism, loot, and arson. Allegations of
assault and sexual violence have also been reported; numerous women and children from
minority communities, have fled their homes, and were in hiding in fear of further attacks. Their
homes destroyed some slept under the open sky in the cold air of winter nights. Neither the
state nor humanitarian organizations had responded with adequate food and shelter for the
victims. Apart from political gains, such attacks, orchestrated by powerful people, linked to the
ruling or opposition parties, are often undertaken for grabbing land and assets. The attacks on
Hindus, in particular, also open undue opportunities to politicians beyond borders, for earning
'extra' benefits, again, at the cost of the dignity and interests of the people of Bangladesh.
Almost incessantly, Human Rights of Minorities are being grossly abused and violated by the
powerful section in the country; in most cases administration and political leadership remain
either silent or supportive to violators.
During the reporting year SHAREE has successfully completed second phase (April 2012-July
2014) of the “Improving Access to Justice of Dalit Community through Human & Women Rights
Education”. The project was implemented with the financial assistance from KIOS (The Finnish
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NGO Foundation for Human Rights) in Sherpur and Jamalpur districts. Second phase of another
project titled “Promoting gender sensitive Panchayets of Dalit community in Bangladesh” with
the financial assistance from Bread for the World (Bftw) Germany was also on the verge of
completion.
Both the second phase completed projects have been working with a view to establishing a
democratic and gender sensitive Panchayet system for Dalit. As we know the village Panchayet
play a leading role in village governance and development, although officially there is no such
unit within local government bodies. Panchayet leaders are traditionally nominated by
consensus, and handled administrative, economic and judicial duties for their community; it is a
very powerful institution for Dalit.
The observations from both the projects end evaluation are summarized as follows:
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The implementation of the projects to a great extent resulted in achievement of all the
objectives, ultimately the overriding goal that the Dalit people are leading a dignified
social life. The dalit people in the two project districts in particualar are more aware
about their condition, discrimination and exclusionin to be more specific.
The most important changes mainly due to implementation of the project both
intended and unintended include, among others are: increase of birth and death
registration; increase in enrolment in National /Voter ID; increase in Immunization of
children; reduction of VAW; reduction of early marriage, particularly of girls; reduction
of intake of alcohol; increase of awareness about health and sanitation and cleanliness;
increase in awareness about developing social capital; increase in social mobility and
exposure; increase of quota and access to admission in educational institutions;
increased access to safety net program and other GO-NGO facilities; awareness of
women beneficiaries etc.
Women are now more aware, empowered and mobile and exposed; and gleaned
substantial economic and social benefits- this is an immediate outcome of the projects.
Women rights as an integral part of human rights with representation of women in
100% Panchayets have been largely accepted and practiced in some cases. Shadow
Panchayets of women are playing effective role in realizing their rights. Women voices
are now not only increasingly raised but heard too. The formation of Shadow Panchayet
and making them functional was proved to be an effective strategy for the attainment.
Monitoring system of the project activities/outcomes are not well designed and to some
extent not very effective/useful. No articulated formats for overall monitoring is
developed, though there is one in practice for education (pre-school) performance
monitoring.
The operation of seven pre-primary schools under Promoting gender sensitive
Panchayets of Dalit community in Bangladesh has worked as panacea for increasing the
enrolment rate of children, it also contributed to grow interest in education of parents
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and the community as a whole. The activity has been found one of the most effective
contributing tools/measures in building awareness about the importance of child
education as well as successfully increased rate of admission in mainstream schools and
substantially reduced students dropout rate.
Because of the absence of coaching supports in Dalit student’s home, these excluded
children cannot always complete their home tasks resulting easy prey of teachers
bullying.
One of the most important aspects of living a dignified life is undoubtedly raising the
standards of livelihoods which largely depend on better income. But unfortunately
Dalits do not have either access to improved and modern skills training facilities, nor
have access to capital from formal money market.
Both the projects have been successful in developing rapport and coordination with the
government offices, namely social welfare and youth development offices, NGOs etc.
Networks and committees of Bangladesh Dalit Rishi Panchayet are functioning for
achieving Dalit Human and Women rights. However, neither the government
department nor any other organizations have reliable and sufficient information about
Dalit socio-economic conditions.
Change of occupation is quite visible, while some people like to retain their traditional
occupation. Production of leather products is a highly specialized job; cobblers have
been engaged in this profession since thousands of years but due to lack of adequate
supports in the areas like-skills upgrading, design development, modern
tools/equipment, capital, marketing support, etc., they are now almost out of their
inherent but highly potential profession.
The project imparted various “Human Development Trainings” that are quite effective in
raising overall awareness for both men and women of the Dalit Community. However, it
revealed that most modules and materials used are old fashioned and not usersfriendly. All these need further improvement and updating. For example the SP Guide is
more a Resource Book than a Guide as it covers more the awareness issues than the
instruction to run the SP.
Panchayets and shadow Panchayets leaders have very little know about bookkeeping,
recordkeeping, etc.
Dalit network organizations supported by the “Promoting gender sensitive Panchayets
of Dalit community in Bangladesh” project (namely Dalits Dalit Women Movement in
Bangladesh, Bangladesh Horizon Okkoy Parishad & Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum)
could be very effective tool in the long run to ensure sustainability of the project
achievements. However, the outreaches of those organizations are still very limited.
Youth are the future leaders and most active force of any society but unfortunately Dalit
youth have almost no access to any facilities like education; sports; capacity building,
skills training, etc. Because of isolated living condition they are not always welcome by
the mainstream peers even in the play grounds/sports club.





The media defender working under “Promoting gender sensitive Panchayets of Dalit
community in Bangladesh” project are playing positive role in covering the issues of
Dalit. This system is also highly cost efficient.
In order to make the system transparent recording keeping system need increased
efforts from the projects.
Almost all categories of Dalit live in a confined area; as a result they have limited
exposure therefore do have limited knowledge about greater world/society. Exchange
of views/experiences and ideas would definitely raise their confidence.

1.2 Summary of annual activities
A number of pre-planned activities were implemented during the year in order to achieve projects
as well as organization’s objectives under 7 projects. These are very briefly-undertaking
motivational campaign targeting orthodox Dalit Panchayet leaders for women empowerment,
operating pre-primary school, non-formal primary education and social education, different
human development and skills development training, advocacy campaign(s) and establishment
and nursing of networking of Dalit CBOs, establishment of linkage between Dalit CBOs/Panchayet
and different service providing organizations, organize rallies and meetings on different human
rights/gender issues and also involvement of civil society members in Dalit affairs. The activities
performed are briefly as follows:
Training to target group members: Different Target group trainings were organized under
different projects these are Capacity Building of New Panchayet, Human development Training
of New Panchayet, Training to Panchayet on RTI, Govt., Services & Constitutional Rights,
Training to Shadow Panchayet, Paralegal & Constitutional Rights training to leaders, training to
human right defenders, Training to pair on gender development, etc.
Rapid Response on human rights Violence cases & access to justice: On January 10, 2014,
Friday, a group of people including Project Coordinator visited Village: Chapatala, Upazila :
Avaynagar, District Jessore to provide moral supports to the victims of brutal shameless attacks
against minorities carried out by a group of hooligans during the day of national election.
Public Hearing on Human rights situation Ethnic minority and Dalit: In order to create public
awareness about Dalit and Horizon’s problem, a session of “Public Hearing on Human rights
situation of Ethnic Minorities and Dalit” was organized. A group of distinguished personalities
from different sections of the society participated as member of judge panel. 120 participants
from various ethnic minority and Dalit communities participated in the session of which 23%
were female.
National level dialogue for free and fair voting rights for ethnic minorities: With a view to
sensitize national elites and media people about torture/oppression/forceful obligation to the
minorities SHAREE organized the sharing session titled as ‘Election: Minority oppression’ was
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organized. Among other distinguish personalities Honourable Information Minister of
Bangladesh Hasanul Haq Innu MP attended the meeting.
Strengthening women organization of minorities and Dalits DWMB & Bangladesh Horizon
Okkoy Parishad & Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet forum: during the reporting period, SHAREE
organized meetings with CBOs namely Bangladesh Horizon Okkoy Parishad, Bangladesh Dalit
Panchayet Forum and Dalit Women Movement in Bangladesh.
Day Observation: To raise mass awareness about the rights of cobbler and sweeper
community, SHAREE organized and celebrated all relevant National and International days. In
this occasion, the Project has organized rally and discussion session where men, women and
children of all section have participated. During the year three days on 8 th March, 21 March, 6th
December and 10th December were observed.
Lobby meeting with Social welfare/Mayor/government officials: In order to establish Dalit
right in the different safety net programs undertaken by government, several meetings
organized in the working areas of Sherpur, Jamalpur, Dhaka and Narayangonj. Department of
Social Welfare, Women & children Affairs, Youth Development, Upazila Education Officer were
knocked with community leaders to introduce the leaders & information about the support
available. The officials introduce the existing support available with the department and
procedure of receiving the support. This has opened the possibilities to Dalit male & female to
communicate in a regular basis. Almost all the Panchayet applied for available services to
different department
Sharing meeting with National Human Rights Commission: SHAREE organized an informal
meeting with the chairman of national Human Rights Commission BD. Dr. Mizanur Rahman to
share the human rights situation all over the country.
Shadow Panchayet Formation: In order to empower and develop leadership & confidence of
Dalit women, development of an institution for them is a unique idea which was initiated by
this project. 65 groups with 15 members each is formed & regularly meeting with them.
Monthly meeting of Shadow Panchayet: All Shadow Panchayet met once in every month. All
members of the shadow Panchayet committee attended the meetings. The meeting is a
learning forum for women of the community to promote and protect women rights in the
society. Community Development Coordinator of SHAREE facilitate the session in a
participatory process to know the basic Human Rights, rights that possessed by the women,
Gender equity, Panchayet activities, Service Delivery Institutions surround, legal action
procedure for victim women etc. In those meeting they also shared their problems, discussed
how they can solve those problems.
General Meetings on Inclusion Women in Panchayet: This isolated and neglected section of
the modern civilization traditionally viewed women role is restricted within the family
housekeeping and child bearing; they were not even allowed to pass their opinion in family
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decision making. The main issue of such meetings was to clarify about why women should be
included in the Panchayet and how they can contribute in Community development.
Sensitize workshop on Women inclusion in New Panchayet: In order to make aware about
women role in the family/society, a sensitizing meeting with the representative from all the
newly developed Panchayet was organized centrally at SHAREE Office, Dhaka. Contribution of
women in the family, in the society and as well as nationally was shared for bringing out a
consensus to ensure women participation in the Panchayet.
Quarterly meetings of Shadow Panchayet members: Quarterly meetings with the Shadow
Women Panchayet committee members were organized, different women related issues likeRights of women in the family/in the society/in the state, violence against women-their causes
and remedies, importance of child education, etc., were discussed and shared in order to make
them aware. The Project staff members facilitated the meeting with the information’s on legal
steps against any of the oppression, Eve teasing, Child marriage, Dowry. Open sharing on the
problem solving process with the support of Panchayet. Leaders of local Panchayet Committee
participation are an added support to open the door of Women participation in the Panchayet
and community development effort.
Quarterly CMC meeting: Centre Management Committee Meeting (CMC): Meetings of centre
Management Committee were held during the year. The CMC was formed to oversee Project
works and ensure proper management of pre-primary schools established by the project.
Besides, members of CMC other male and female residence of the colony also attended the
meetings.
Quarterly meeting of Central leaders (Panchayets): 3 meetings of central leaders held during
the reporting period. National Political situation, atrocities against, importance of nationwide
network development, support to District Committee formation, assure women involvement &
cooperation for community development, up-date information on the service delivery sectors
of the Government, next general meeting & new committee formation etc shared in the
meeting.
Yearly Coordination meeting with Shadow Panchayet: The yearly coordination meeting with
the Shadow Panchayet committee members held at BRDB hall room, Sherpur Upazila Parishad
in presence of the Government Officials & leaders of the Panchayet. Women related issues,
Women contribution for community development, Changes of attitude towards women
oppression, dowry, women participation in the social arbitrary session, girl child education etc.,
shared and process to overcome the problems shared for future course of action.
Panchayet Network Strengthening: The Dalit Panchayet Committee is a national forum for
Dalit; representatives of Dalit Panchayet from all over the country joined together to formed
this central Committee. Two Members from SHAREE supported project areas are among the
central committee members. The central committee meeting of the Forum held in Dhaka.
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Development of “Dalit Women Movement of Bangladesh :(DWMB)”(Dalit Nari Andolan):With
the ultimate goal of empowering women and as well as develop their leadership the “Dalit
women Movement of Bangladesh” was formed. Advance women member of Dalit & Horizon
community were selected in a democratic process. SHAREE supported them to meet bymonthly and share the women problems in the community level and their effort for problem
solving. Dhaka Zillah committee of Dalit women movement also formed with the members of
Shadow Women Panchayet to run side by side with the Dhaka Zila Committee of Dalit
Panchayet Forum. The committee sits quarterly as other District committee of Dalit Panchayet
Forum.
Establish Education centre: 13 centers have been under operation during the reporting period.
A total of 340 students got educational supports in these centers. Local Center Management
Committee is formed to supervise the activities of locally appointed teacher and the
advancement of the students. Mothers meeting also organized by the teacher to develop
family/community concern for children education. National curricula follow for teaching the
students & the teachers are trained accordingly on pedagogy. Centers were in the different
Dalit colonies of SHAREE working areas. 3 out of total are in Sherpur & 1 Narayangonj & the rest
under Dhaka City Corporation.
District Committee formation: During the period 5 districts Committee were formed; 125 office
bearers were democratically elected by the Panchayet and shadow Panchayet leaders. Among
the office bearers of district committee 23% are female. Representatives from existing central
committee visited different areas to form the committee.
Freelance Media Actors orientation: 10 freelance media actors have been selected from 10
districts of the country, the prime intention for such media actors appointing by the project is
to collect and published information about Dalits of the districts where project staff are not
directly working. The monthly reports of the Media Actors printed through the Dalit Kantha for
massive circulation on the Dalit situation in the country.
Publication on Dalit issue: All planned 12 issues of the Dalit Kontha have been dully published
and distributed to the relevant people

Improving Access to Justice of Dalit Community through Human &
Women Rights Education” Project
Funded by-The Finish NGO Forum (KIOS)
The project strategy of conceptualizing and crating Shadow Panchayet for development of
women leadership has been proved to be useful and effective tools of the project. The Shadow
Panchayet is at present is not only a concept, it is almost becoming an integral part of the
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Panchayet (Dalit) communities of the project areas. Shadow Panchayets does not only succeed
in building women organization along with their self-confidence but also are pushing inclusion
of women members in the mainstream Panchayets. Male members, who were traditionally
opposed to women development, are now increasingly accepted the concept because of
positive outcomes of the women inclusion in the Panchayet. At the inception, project
organized 3 day long orientation cum training on various aspects of project including strategy,
monitoring/reporting, duties & responsibilities for all categories of project staff.

Physical Performances and Achievements
The project activities are
very briefly- motivational
campaign
targeting
orthodox Dalit Panchayet
leaders
for
women
empowerment, different
human
development
training,
advocacy
campaign(s)
and
establishment
and
nursing of networking of
Dalit CBOs, establishment of
linkage
between
Dalit
Table-2.1: Participants of meetings
Meetings
Participants
CBOs/Panchayet and different
Male
Female
Total
service
providing
organizations, organize rallies
Sensitize workshops on women inclusion
180
0
180
and meetings on different
International day observation
466
334
800
human rights/gender issues
Bi-Monthly meeting of shadow Panchayet
0
900
900
and involvement of civil
Monthly meeting of Panchayet Committee
850
50
900
society members in Dalit
Coordination meeting of Panchayet
69
56
125
committee
affairs. In order to empower
Coordination meeting of Shadow Panchayet
10
125
135
and develop leadership &
Panchayet Network Strengthening meeting
58
4
62
confidence of Dalit women,
Advocacy meetings
116
69
185
development of an institution
for them is a unique idea
which was initiated by this project. The project has formed all targeted Panchayets (30) and
shadow Panchayets (30).
Table-2.2: Table on Safety Net services
Services received by TG
members

Male

Female

VGD

-

VGF

Total

72

72

144

219

363

Scholarship for Education

75

89

164

Old Age allowances

53

65

118

15

15

1

2

14Widow allowances
Disabled allowances
Wheel Chairs
Total

1
2

1

3

275

462

737

The cumulative physical targets of the
activities since the inception of the
project could be fully achieved. The
target and achievement, according to
project monitoring report, is shown in
details in the figure-2.1 by activity.

One of important tool used for achieving project objectives was convening various meetings at
different levels. The above diagram shows that the project could successfully achieved
cumulative physical targets for all meeting. All targeted 30 Panchayets have been reorganized
accommodating place for women leaders in Panchayet committee. Total participants of
different meetings are presented in the following table:
The project could successfully established Dalit right in the different safety net programs
undertaken by government; according to the project reports, several meetings were organized
in the working areas of Jamalpur & Sherpur with the Department of Social Welfare, Women &
children Affairs, Youth Development, Upazila Education Officers between with community
leaders. The table-2.2 show that a total of 737 (63% female) Dalits have received various
services under safety net program.
In order to encourage Dalit students and their parent, SHAREE management has successfully
mobilized resources from NGO foundation to support establishment of pre-primary education
centers in the project areas. During Phase-II a total of 208 learners got supports in these
centers and out of them 142 students were admitted to Govt. & Non-Government Primary
School. All 4 local Center Management Committee (CMC) was formed to supervise the
activities of locally appointed teacher and
Table-2.3: Participants of Target
the advancement of the students.
group trainings
Trainings

Participants

#

trainee
Different
Target group trainings were
Male
Fem Total
days
ale
organized under the project which includes
Human development training of
52
8
60
120
Capacity
Building of New Panchayet,
Panchayet Leader
Human
development
Training of New
Training to Human Rights
60
60
120
240
Defenders
Panchayet, Govt., Services/safety nets &
Training on Safety net &
30
30
60
120
Training to Shadow Panchayet, training to
Government Services
human
right defenders, etc. The project
Training to Shadow Panchayet on 0
90
90
180
Panchayet Politics
monitoring reports showed target for all
18
trainings could be successfully achieved;
Total
142
8
330
660 there was political turmoil trough
although
out the country almost entire year in 2013. A total of 188 Shadow Panchayet leaders and 142
Panchayet committee leaders were provided with different trainings amounting to a total of
some 3500 trainee days (Table 2.2).

Achievement of the expected objective
Very recently the project has conducted an internal evaluation of the project; the achievements
as identified are:
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Dalit leaders, both male and female, of the working areas are now aware about their
basic constitutional rights of the citizen.
A section of Panchayet & Shadow Panchayet leaders and local youths have some ideas
about their rights on access to Information with rules & regulations.

















Noticeable changes in the attitude and behaviour of Panchayets leader’s are visible, a
good number of Panchayet operations follow democratic system, selection of Panchayet
committee members now follow a more participatory process then before, they started
maintaining records accordingly for transparency.
All targeted Panchayets are reorganized by accommodating at least one woman in the
committee. Now 20% Panchayet leaders of the targeted areas are women.
Shadow Women Panchayet has opened a window for the Dalit women; for the first time
they are organized--now they are meeting regularly and discussing the issues related to
development/oppressions, share their problems, and discuss solutions, it makes them
sensitive about their rights in the family as well as in the society.
The majority leaders of Panchayet/Shadow Panchayet have clear idea about Service
Delivery Institutions and its services for the community. For the first time Dalit started
to have their share of government allocations for the poor; some of them have got jobs
in various local government offices, various allowances like widow; handicapped,
children education and old age allowances.
The traditional believes & attitude towards female role in the family and society has
been gradually changing in favour of women. Participation of women has increased in
every spare of life and People recognizes the acts that are treated as violence and
women (VAW)
Importance of Birth and Death registration is clear to all Panchayet and proper steps
been taken for ensure registrations.
The rate school going children in government primary education has increased and
dropout rate has been significantly reduced.
Local newspapers are giving coverage and publicity about Dalit sufferings and isolation.
Reduction of early marriage, particularly of girls
Increase of awareness about health and sanitation and cleanliness
People’s thinking about dowry has changed; almost all of the respondents viewed this as
a social problem but unfortunately, yet the practice of exchanging of dowry has not
changed. The project shall have to deal with these issues with especial care.

Project on Development of Dalit Youth Human Rights Defenders
(Funded by- OXFAM)
Start date and end date of the reporting period: February 1, 2014 to July 31, 2014
Final beneficiaries: The final beneficiaries of the action were 21124 most of them are from
Dalit Community living under Dhaka City Corporation
Direct: Total-100. (Female: 34, Male: 66)
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Physical Activities performed during the period
1. Formation of Youth Human Rights Defender Group committee: 4 local human rights
defenders group are formed (5 members committee-1Chairperson, 1 Secretary, 3-members.
Chairperson or Secretary are must be a female. )
2. Training on Development of Human Rights Defender: All selected 100 Youth Human Rights
Defenders” were imparted 3 days long training on human rights related issues. After the
training course they also developed a plan for solving their community problem where
community sanitation & Human & citizen rights primarily preferred.
3. Youth Human Rights Defender Forum Meeting: An 11 members “Youth HRD Forum” was
formed. This forum has already organized 05 meetings at SHAREE office and the last one
held at at Najirabazar city colony successfully. The meetings were organized to sharing the
problems of different communities among the Forum member. The Forum has prepared a
report on education describing prevailing situation of sweepers and cobbler colonies.
4. Youth Human Rights Defender Group Committee Meeting: 28 group meetings was
organized by the local group committees during the period. In these meetings they have
shared human rights related problems and discuss the solution of those as a defenders.
5. Training to youth on RTI and Constitutional Rights: 25 members (14 male;11 female) 2 days
RTI and Constitutional Rights Training is conducted by SHAREE at NIPORT. They have already
shared their learning with CBO and community leaders and want to organize such kind of
training in community level
6. Capacity building through leadership development training: 25 selected HRD’s were
imparted 2 days long training on Leadership Development to build their capacity for leading
the community people properly.

Campaigning on recognizing women contribution food production in
Bangladesh
(Funded by-OXFAM)
Start date and end date of the reporting period: September 1, 2014 to December 31, 2014
Location of the project: Lasmanpur Village of Sherpur District
Final beneficiaries: The final beneficiaries of the action were 120 farmers along with UP
Chairman and members, NGO workers, representatives of the elite groups, journalists, etc.
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Women constitute almost half of the total population of the country. Historically, women have
been the true agents of positive change of the world by sacrificing more than men. The good
news is that more and more women are going out to work and they have been proved
efficiency. In the agriculture too, their role has been increased over time. At the same time,
they have been facing enormous trouble in their working place and at home. Increasing
awareness and empowerment of the women could mitigate the sufferings of the working
women as well as accelerate the process of social transformation. In many parts of the country,
agriculture is the main occupation of women. Many ethnic groups, for example Santal, Chakma,
Garo have been for centuries working as agricultural labour force. The same is also true for
many female members of Muslim and Hindus communities. The female labours spend
maximum time in threshing, drying, parboiling, cleaning which indicates intensive involvement
of women in the post harvesting period. In the pre-cultivation period, women spend notable
time in the production of organic fertilizer. In the household crop cultivation, the female
member invested their maximum time in vegetable collection and cleaning. In case of
household level livestock and poultry rearing women are fully responsible for feeding and
cleaning of animals & birds. More than two thirds of the female labour force works in
agriculture in Bangladesh.
In spite of their intensive contribution women are disfavoured from all sides-law, religion,
tradition and society. In the agriculture sector, the female workers get on an average about
40% less wage despite performing the same duty of their counterpart. The situation
deteriorated in the recent years with increase of female labour force in the rural areas. Female
domestic agricultural labours are unpaid labour and unrecognized although they bear huge
responsibility both in the farm and in the households. Moreover, with regards to effects of
climate change on livelihood of rural poor it is apparent that the lives of women in (rural)
Bangladesh are totally dependent on nature (e.g. food, fuel, fodder, water, medicine and
income-generating activities); they have to carry their family through managing and using
natural resources. The global climate change it adversely affects the people and most of its
impacts fall on women. So, definitely it is illogical to recognise us as civilized until and unless we
can get the women and girls free from negligence, deprivation, discrimination, violence,
hunger, malnutrition and sufferings.
In order to establish equal rights of women and men, and to build a society free from
discrimination, all the obstacles must be removed, women also need to gain more courage and
power to protest injustices meted out to them. Women must get their due rights and access to
land so that they become able to contribute more to agriculture, as they are the pillars of food
security and nutrition. That is why women must be given proper recognition for their
contribution to the family and society.
In view of the above circumstances, with the supports from OXFAM (CSRL), SHAREE has
conducted a comprehensive campaign to mitigate the sufferings and enhancing empowerment
of women in by recognizing their contribution in agricultural sector. The overriding objective
the project is empowerment of women through recognizing their contribution in the
agricultural sector.
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On 25-11-2014 a discussion session was organized at Lasmanpur Union of Sherpur District at
local Khamarbari hall room. The session was participated by local female farmers, Upazila vice
chairman, Municipality panel Mayor, UP chairman, Chairperson of local press club; local elites;
teachers, etc. Deputy Commissioner, Sherpur district attended the session as chief guest while
Deputy Director of Agriculture Extension department; magistrates attended as special guest.
The purpose of the discussion was to identify potential women female candidates for the prize.
After threadbare discussion 6 (six) female farmers were selected from Jinaigati and Sherpur
Sadar Upazila.

Promoting Gender sensitive Panchayets of Dalit Community in
Bangladesh
Funded by Bread for the World
Project Period

: March 2012-February, 2015.

Activities performed during the period
A. Trainings
The diagram shows that in
spite of unprecedented
political
unrest
and
confrontation throughout
the country during the
reporting
period,
all
planned training courses
could
be
successfully
implemented. However, in
order to do so the project
management had to time
and again adjust and readjust project implementation schedule but thanks to the Dalit
community, development partners, government officials and project staff, with their cordial
cooperation all such extreme situation could be successfully overcome.
Training to Panchayet on RTI, Government services & Constitutional rights (youth &
Panchayet): 98 leaders from different Panchayet participated in the courses & acquired
knowledge on the RTI rules and process for information collection as well as constitutional
rights.
Training to shadow Panchayet on community development and Panchayet politics: 60 women
leaders of Shadow Panchayet were imparted the training on Panchayet regulations & system to
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support Panchayet committee. The training organizes mostly for the new areas shadow women
Panchayet of Narayangonj and Keranigonj areas.
Para legal & constitution right & women rights Training to Panchayet members (2 advance
members from each): 88 Panchayet leaders, both male & female, received the training
facilitated by the reputed Supreme Court Layers. The training held in the local areas of
Panchayet. Introduction on the fouzdari law, Dewani law and obligations and cautions were
shard in the course.
Skill Training Support to youth & Women for alternatives: 28 youth girls received skill training
support from the project. 75 other community members (47% female) were provided with
training on different trades under special programmes of the Department of Social Welfare.
This has equipped those trained members with additional skills for an alternative source of
income. Moreover, restriction to young girls for going out is reduced.
Activities

Trainings
RTI, Government services & Constitutional rights ( youth & Panchayet)

Total Participants
Male
Female Total
36

62

98

60

60

36

52

88

2

26
7
5

28
7
13

Training to shadow Panchayet on community development and
Panchayet politic
Para legal & constitution right & women rights Training
Skill Training Support to youth & Women for alternatives
Teachers Refresher
Staff training

8

Staff training: Staff training on OIO held with the support and facilitation by the
CSS
consultant. This was most effective for SHAREE staff to take care of the output and use of
output for impact analysis on the project implementation. The training was organized in a hired
training center and the expenses exceeded the budgeted amount and some of that adjusted
from the staff refreshers amount.
Teachers Refresher: 7 teachers refreshed on the teaching learning as planned. Review of
learning and problems they faced and solved supported to renew the learning and steps for
future.
B. Meetings
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Except quarterly meetings of shadow Panchayet representatives, all other scheduled meetings
could be successfully conducted.
Advocacy meeting with Committee and local government offices: SHAREE supported all the
Panchayet and Shadow Panchayet members to introduce with the Government Service Delivery
Institutions to demand their rights. Panchayet leaders started communicating those
institutions and in the process they have been meetings government officials and introduce
them about the support. This has benefitted the community to get the available services with
different department and raise confidence of the community for continues communication.

Meetings
Advocacy meeting with Committee and local government offices
Quarterly meeting of District Committee.
Monthly meeting with shadow Panchayet
Quarterly meeting of shadow Panchayet representatives
Quarterly CMC Meeting
Monthly staff meeting ( planning & review)
Panchayet Network Strengthening
Quarterly meeting of Central
leader
Central leaders mobilization for Panchayet strengthening
Meetings with civil societies, Govt. Officials for resource mobilization

Male

Total Participants
Female Total
17
32
49
344
131
475
525
525
9
79
88
7
28
35
8
5
13
84

12

96

14
134

4
90

18
224

Quarterly meeting of District Committee: of the total 40 planned meeting 6 could not be
implemented and remaining 34 meetings held as per guidelines. Such meeting facilitate and
support them to building communities unity and help them aware about others problems and
make supportive..
Monthly meeting with shadow Panchayet: 420 meetings with 525 women members held for
developing knowledge on society, Social discrimination, Women rights, citizen rights, women
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empowerment, leadership etc. Introduction on service delivery institutions and services by the
dept. also shared in the meeting. Women are coming out for access to participation &
community leadership. Panchayet attitude towards women participation has been changed.
The women group started communication with the service delivery institutions and that makes
a positive sign for earning best support.
Quarterly meeting of shadow Panchayet representatives: 3 meetings held with the
representative from each of the shadow Panchayet. It shared their performances in the areas
and the attitude of the general people towards women development.
Monthly staff meeting (planning & review): Held accordingly as planned and recorded. This
has supported to review to find the planned but not implemented and plan for the next and as
well as the analysis of the output.
Panchayet Network Strengthening Quarterly meeting of Central leader: 4 meeting organized
as planned. It was observed that some of the leaders of Central leader’s team were not active.
They themselves decided to select active leaders for next time.
Central leader’s mobilization for Panchayet strengthening: 7 leaders of Central committee
visited different Districts for Advocacy meeting with the Government Officials. This was also
supportive to the District Committee with the information on the central committee. 11 leaders
in a group visited most of the working areas to share the right based activities of the Panchayet.
Dist. Committee meeting with civil societies, Govt. Officials for resource mobilization:
Meeting held in the different District with Govt. Officials, Peoples representatives and Dalit
community people. 10 meeting held accordingly as planned.
C. Other Activities
Monthly Publication on Dalit issue (Dalit Kantha): 12 issues of Dalit Kantha published as
planned. 10 reports from 10 Different District through Media Actors are published; these
reports highlighted local scenario of Dalit struggle. Such publication make general people aware
about discriminations and consequential sufferings of Dalits. SHAREE effort for Dalit rights
under the project also reported through the monthly newspaper.
International day observation
(8th March, 25 th March and 10th December): 3 Days were
observed with the participation of Dalit male & female. Rally & Human chain were organized.
Discussions on the issues were also shared in the community based regular meeting with
Panchayet and Shadow Panchayet.
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Other activities
Monthly Publication on Dalit issue (Dalit Kantha)
International day observation (8th March, 25th March, 10th
December)
Education Center operation

Male

Total Participants
Female Total
26

63

89

91

77

168

Education Centre operation: 7 centres with 175 learners run with the support of community
selected teacher under the supervision of Panchayet committee. 162 students admitted to
Govt. & Non-government Primary School with the support of the teacher. It increases the ratio
of Dalit children admission to primary school.
Quarterly CMC Meeting: Held accordingly as planned. The teachers as secretary of the
committee organize the meeting and share the problems in a regular basis.

D. Immediate Outcomes
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Rights as citizen realized by more than 75% Panchayet of the working area. They realized
that due to their lack of knowledge and imitative they were far behind of the services
available for them as a citizen of the country. Trust to the Panchayet committee is now
higher than before. Developed cooperation among community and Panchayet.
Transparency on the activities and accounts begins in the Panchayet committee.
Strength of the Panchayet for community development is being realized by more than 90%
Panchayet of the working areas. Confidence on the institution increases and reasonable
changes in the leadership followed a democratic manner. Number of Matbar (leaders)
increases with women and youth inclusion. Once only 5 members committee is now
available extended by adding two more members from women and youth to 7; in some
cases the committee members are now more than 7. Community demand to Panchayet for
arranging services for them is increases.
Above 80% Panchayet knows the information on the services available to different Service
Delivery Institutions. Shadow Panchayet Women are very prompt in relation &
communicating in a regular basis & ensure services for community people. The community
people now become confident on the necessity of women participation in the Panchayet
committee.
Importance of Birth and Death registration is clear to all Panchayet and proper steps been
taken for registration.85% received the record of birth registration & mostly applied. 90%
adult received voter ID card.
More than 90% Panchayet included women member in the committee. Emergences of
women leadership is the positive response in terms of gender equity. A platform of Dalit
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Women Developed with the membership of all Shadow Women Panchayet named as “Dalit
Women Movement of Bangladesh.” Women issues are strongly shared in the committee
meeting and necessary steps under taken also formed to integrate women with the
movement for women empowerment.
Women of the Shadow Panchayet are working hard for community development and
women freedom. Shadow Panchayet activities are accepted by more than 80% Panchayet.
As recognition of women support 3 Panchayet included the names of the women in the
invitation of the Panchayet for the first time ever. The women representation in the
meeting has no restriction. The name of women in the invitation card of the Panchayet is
now become an issue for the women to claim as other follows.
Women could participate in the arbitrary session if related to women affairs. Women also
preferred for decision making.
Panchayets are planning as required. No yearly plan they yet practiced. 17 projects of
different Panchayets received support from the Government & the Municipality. They are
temple repairing, Drainage , short term loan from social welfare for business, drinking water
supply line to community area, Water plant etc.
There was no voting right of the women in the Panchayet for Panchayet election. The
tradition is going to be changed in many of the Panchayet. Some of the Panchayet areas
women even decided to compete like, (Kazirbag,Lalbag, Zigatola).
Male and Female members of the family and in the community level is developed in a
positive mood. Women are honoured for their effort and contribution. The women group
given special responsibilities to observe puja festival. Joint decision practiced mostly. In the
Puja invitation card of the Panchayet, In some of the Panchayet added the name of Women
representative for the first time ever. This has now become an issue for the women of the
other area to add the name of women representative.
Child marriage in the community is reduced more than 70%. Shadow women
representatives protect accordingly. The Shadow Women Panchayet is very sensitive in the
sector.
Rishi community restriction on the marriage of girls with other community man, This
burning issue is now reduced the reaction of the community if happens. This has now
become under a change mentality.
Women are coming out to attend human chain and other program in cooperation with the
male member. .
No restriction is for women participation in the arbitrary session of Panchayet to argue in
favour of the victim women. The Panchayet give responsibility to women to prepare fair
investigation report for judgment.
Violence against women in the community reduced by 60% as the voice of community
raises against.
Women voting rights for Panchayet election is agreed by some of the Panchayet.
162 students from 7 pre-primary schools admitted to Govt. & closer areas non-government
Primary School.












Illiteracy is the major weakness of the community that realized by the 100% people of the
Dalit community. Community concern for children education is developed. Above 90%
children admitted in the Primary schools. Drop out of children from Junior high reduced up
to 75%.
Mothers group of the community is found positive for children education & women rights.
Ratio of girl’s child in the Bikash center is more than 60%.
Interest on girl’s child education has increased by 70%
In many of the areas youth are included in the Panchayet. Even youths are given the
responsibility to organize Kalipuza by their own initiative. About 70% Panchayet has the
youth representative as the Panchayet leader.
Formation of Dalit Panchayet District Committee in presence of the Central leaders opened
a new era of Dalit community integration & Network.
A platform of Dalit Women Developed with the membership of all Shadow Women
Panchayet named as “Dalit Women Movement of Bangladesh.” Women issues are strongly
shared in the committee meeting and necessary steps under taken also shared. Dhaka Zila
Committee of “Dalit Women Movement of Bangladesh.” is also formed to integrate women
with the movement for women empowerment
Central leaders of the forum are randomly visiting Panchayets area for solidarity &
integration.
Media Actors report published through different National daily & Dalit Kantho is developing
peoples concern & support for integration.

Education Support to Dalit community children
Supported by NGO Foundation
SHAREE committed its services to education with an emphasis to the education of poorest
family children especially to Dalit Community as the community is far behind of the sector
because of discrimination & deprivation.
The Objectives of the Project
1. Development community concern for children education.
2. Create opportunity for Pre-School learning for Dalit children & reduce dropout.
3. Mainstream to pre-school graduate Dalit children with the existing educational
institutions to continue the study.
A tri-way process is followed by SHAREE to attain the main objectives of the program.
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Create opportunity for the children of Dalit community for education &
mainstream with the existing educational institutions.
Support to Government initiatives to increase net enrolment rate of the
children in the primary education and reduce drop-out to achieve the goal of
MDG.



Lobby Advocacy in the Education Ministry / Department for special attention to
Dalit children education.

This special support by the NGO Foundation created opportunity for the poorest community
children. SHAREE started the school with the Dalit community children at Sherpur area. 3 schools
have been running in the 3 different areas of Dalit community with community selected teacher.
The teachers are specially trained by SHAREE on the teaching method (pedagogy). 56 female & 34
male students are learning in the centre. The record of half yearly and annual exam is quite
satisfactory. The monitoring by the Foundation authority approved one more school for 2014
This project is supported by NGO Foundation for pre-primary education support to Dalit
children at SHAREE working areas under Sherpur.
Activities performed during the year
On-service refresher training for teachers: 3 teachers, appointed & trained last year, from the
three areas were provided with necessary refresher training during the reporting period. Similar
contents, as basic training like Child care, behaviour of children, Teaching techniques and use of
learning materials through participatory process, etc., were covered. The refresher training was
conducted by SHAREE resource person.
Mothers club meeting: Monthly meetings were conducted as planned. Mothers of the school
children were oriented on the child care with immunization, nutrition food for the children,
Women rights and child rights, Parents responsibility for children education etc.
Mainstreaming to Govt. Primary Schools: SHAREE operated pre-primary schools succeeded to
admit 46 children to nearby Primary Schools.
Exchange of views with Government school’s authority: The project organized several informal
meetings with the local government and non-government schools managing committees and
school authorities about Dalit children’s education.
Monitoring: Regular follow up and monitoring was made by the staff and by the local
Panchayet committee.

Awareness on climate change and adaptation; NCC-B Net Work
Funded by BFDW
Bangladesh is highly vulnerable countries to climate change due to global warming, because it is
low-lying, located on the Bay of Bengal in the delta of the Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna
and densely populated. Its national economy strongly depends on agriculture and natural
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resources that are sensitive to climate change and sea level rise. Sea level rise, temperature
rise, increased evaporation, changes in precipitation and changes in cross boundary river flows
are identified as the agents of change, which cause the most threatening impacts in the natural,
social and economic systems of the country. The agents of change have an impact on several
main natural system processes, such as: inundation, storm surges, low river flows, salt water
intrusion, and river and coastal morphology. They pose a risk to the country's social and
economic development.
The key risks identified for adaptation are: drainage congestion reduced fresh water availability,
disturbance of morphologic processes and increased intensity of flooding and disasters.
Network on Climate Change, Bangladesh (NVVC.B) was established in 2005 with the financial
support from ‘Bread for the World’, Germany to address the challenges of climate change. The
network members are-Nabolok, Bangladesh Auxilary service for Social Advancement, Unnaya
Dhara, SHAREE, Christian Commission for Development in Bangladesh CCDB and Church of
Social Development Programme (CBSDP).
NCCB successfully implemented its campaign to raise awareness on climate change and
adaptation in Bangladesh. The affected and most vulnerable people in the project areas of the
member organizations are mobilized and able to claim their rights. Network members have
enhanced evidence-based knowledge and practice on climate change and adaptation. The
institutional set-up of the network is finalized and capacities are further enhanced
Activities Performed during the reporting period:
Development of National Advocacy Forum: Adaptation under climate change situation is a
challenging & creative mission for the community for facing future threat. In order to share the
threat situation, ensure peoples participation and think sharing a District Committees has been
formed in Perojpur. Adequate representatives from both sex are included in the community
covering representatives of various professions like farmer, local elite, local administration
authority is included. The committee meets bi- monthly and focusing the situation with the
Government authority.
Organize Divisional Coordination meeting: After the meeting of the District committee the
consensus of the meeting is placed in the Divisional meeting as recommendation for Divisional
planning.
Organize Human chain: Human chain for people’s awareness was organized under COP-18.
Peoples from different sectors participated in the chain to support general mass to be prepared
and active to face the changed situation.
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Strengthening the voice of Human Rights Defenders to protect Rights
and Entitlements of Ethnic Minority
(Funded by-EU, OXFAM)

Because of their identity as so called lowest caste, the Dalit community have always been
neglected and deprived of their constitutional and other basic rights in Bangladesh. However,
persistence efforts of various human right based organizations have made the mainstream
people and government aware about their sufferings and other problems; this project is one of
such initiative. The project’s activities are directed towards boosting up their moral and make
them understand they are no less than anyone in the society. Accordingly various activities like
training, discussion, meeting, Lobby, Advocacy etc., have been implemented. Delayed approval
of the project from the NGOAB also delayed the implementation.
1.

Project location: Bangladesh, Dhaka City Corporation, Central Part of Bangladesh and
outside of Dhaka District.

2.

Final beneficiaries: The final beneficiary of the action was 869907 which include the
indirect beneficiary. (Including paper readers) Direct: Total-673. (Female: 379 Male: 294)


Dalit & Minorities (Direct beneficiaries)



Organization of Community Women; Community Youth Organization; Organization of
Community Leaders.

Activities and results
All planned activities could be successfully implemented
in time by the tremendous effort of the team. The
program delivery methodology has attempted to ensure
participation of various stakeholders to increase
effectiveness of CBOs and their activities in the Project
area. Accomplishment statuses of planned activities are:

1.

Develop Human Rights Defenders from
indigenous communities (training):

The project organized a 3 day long training programme for “Human Right defenders” with 26
representatives from different set up like-community leader, community student, lawyers,
Journalist and Media Activist. The major discussions topics are constitutional rights, Human
rights, UN declaration on Human rights and the process of taking action against any of the
violation of Human rights.
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2. Rapid Response on human rights Violence cases & access to justice.
The project has supported the victims of communal violence at Char Aicha (Nomopara) Barisal
to buy food and some utensils. Moreover, project representatives provided all logistic and
other supports to the victims for lodging case at the
local police station against hooligans. On the day of the
last general election (January 5) a terrorist group
attacked Malopara Hindu community at Avoynagar of
Jessore district. A team of SHAREE visited the area to
collect the information from the victim’s family. After
receiving all the information’s SHAREE organized a
press conference in Khulna. Almost 15 daily newspaper
and online paper published the report.

3.Public Hearing on human rights situation ethnic Minority & Dalits.
The project organized “Public hearing on Dalit straggles” on 30th November in Maitree
Miloyaton at Mukti Bhaban Purana Pulton, Dhaka. Ethnic minority representatives from
different districts attended the hearing to share their sufferings on education, health, residence
and human rights. The chief guest of the event Chairman National Human Rights Commission
Dr. Mizanur Rahman he expressed his support to the Dalit community. Daily Bhorer Kagoj
published the News with special emphasis.

4. National level dialogue for free and fair voting rights with Ethnic Minorities:
It became a part of political culture that during every general election in the country, the
religious minorities are subject to victims of cruel
attacked by vested groups, they burned minorities’
house/properties, physically assaults male member
and violate women. The religious minorities in
Bangladesh are being subjected to repression by the
vested powerful quarters which appeared to be in a
spree of grabbing their lands & ethnic clanging. The
vested groups mobilize innocent people through
publishing rumours, false, baseless, unfounded and
fabricated propaganda against
minorities.
Minor
incidences are not reported at all in any sorts of public
media. As a result the vested quarters take this
opportunity to continue their oppression against
relatively
weaker
helpless minorities.
The minority people are decreasing steadily. In 1947
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the Religion Minority was 29% now it comes down 9.7% due to continuous repression on
religion Minority.
With a view to sensitize national elites and media people about torture/oppression/ forceful
obligation to the minorities SHAREE organized the sharing session titled as ‘Election: Minority
oppression’ held in the CIRDAP international seminar room on 27th December, 2013. The
Honorable Information of Bangladesh Minister Hasanul Haq Innu MP participated as chief
guest. The special guests in the meeting were eminent journalist Abed Khan, Cultural activist
Mamunur Rashid, Dr. Ranajit Kumar Biswas, Secretary, Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Rana
Dasgupto, General Secretary of Bangladesh Hindu-Buddha-Christian Okkoy Parishad and
Prosecutor Anti Human Terrorism Tribunal, Nirmol Rozario, General Secretary Bangladesh
Christian Association and Saikat Biswas, Project Coordinator of OXFAM. The keynote paper of
the session was prepared by Professor Abul Barakat Phd, Chairman, Bangladesh Economic
Association. The victims of different district participated to share their struggles during
operation to the minority’s areas. The session concluded that a united effort needed to stop
this. And the Government also requested to take special care before and after. Almost 50 daily
newspaper, TV channel and online paper published the report.
5. Strengthening women organization of minorities and Dalits:
As per plan, during the reporting period the
project organized 5 meetings with CBOs namely
Bangladesh Horizon Okka Parishad, Bangladesh
Dalit Panchayet Forum and Dalit Women
Movement in Bangladesh. They shared their
monthly local tasks in the meeting. The moral
strength of the women for their advancement
found very positive. The leaders in each area
are initiating various activities, such as organise
water supply, rebuild local worship house
(mandir), sanitation problems, Salish, VAO,etc., to address those community problems.
6. Day Observation (6th December’2013 World Dignity Day)
On the Occasion of World Dignity Day 2013 SHAREE, Bangladesh Harozon Okkoy Parishad,
Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum and
Bangladesh Dalit Nari Andolon organized a Rally
and formed Human Chain in front Central Sahid
Minar to national Press Club supported by
European Union & OXFAM. They also published a
colourful Banner for mass awareness on Dalit
sufferings in Bangladesh. A total of 87
Participants from different Dalit, Horizon and
minority community participated in the Rally and
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Human Chain. Among the participants 52 were female.
7. Lobby meeting with social welfare office at Azimpur
In order to establish Dalit right in the different safety-net programs undertaken by government,
a meeting was organized on 19th November with the officials of social welfare department. 10
community participants including 2 male leaders attended. The officials introduce the existing
support available with the department and procedure of receiving the support.
8. Sharing meeting with National Human Rights Commission.
SHAREE organized an informal meeting with the chairman of national Human Rights
Commission BD. Dr. Mizanur Rahman to share the human rights situation all over the country.
The meeting also shared the activities of SHAREE with the support of European Commission &
OXFAM. The commission agreed to support the defender group as required. After the training
of human rights defender an introduction session was organized with the Human Rights
Commission and given the details of the defender.
9. Coordination meeting of Human Rights Defenders, CSO and Indigenous People led
organizations
A meeting was organised to review the activities of Human Rights Defender and find out the
challenges and day we Preparation of next 6 months plan with responsible area and person..
10. Media Mobilization and media advocacy
7 journalist of national daily newspaper observe the Dalit area and continuously working on it.
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Immediate outputs, outcomes and impact in relation to specific and overall
objectives:
The project has been under implementation since last March 2013, therefore it is too early to
draw any conclusion with regards to impact of the project. However, the following outcomes
are observed.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

CBO’s of Dalit and Minority Communities are strengthened and become aware of
the rights and deprivation.
A group of human rights defender been developed to protect human rights in
cooperation with the local Govt. authority and human rights commission.
Developed linkages between CBO and Govt. authority.
Raised awareness of different Media and civil society about oppression on Dalit and
Minority human rights issues. The project also drawn attention of general masses
about the torture to minorities’ areas after the election

Visibility
SHAREE has designed visibility plan and action for still photography, attendance the program
related activities during this reporting period. The visibility and communication plan has taken
place during the reporting period covered by different type of materials, project documents.
SHAREE has visualized the project activities in all documents, furniture, assets and materials,
articles, format, T-shirt, transactional letter, reporting documents, banner. We visualized with
EU and Oxfam’s logo and stickers as per visibility guideline.
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